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Abstract
The University of Illinois Utilities Administration Office currently relies on outside consultants to model
next day electricity demand. The forecasted demand is used to determine how much electricity to purchase
and to lock in prices on the next day market. This study focuses on the development of an electricity demand
forecast model using modern numerical weather prediction output to account for the temperature dependency
in load forecasting. This model, hereafter refered to as the dispatch model used singular spectrum analysis to
first de-trend the data, LOESS fits were used quantify the relationship between temperature and electrical
demand. LOESS fits were dependent on campus school session dates as well as a Mon-Fri and Sat, Sun
weekday/weekend split. Lastly an ARIMA model was used on the residuals of the various LOESS fits to
predict short-term electricity demand.
Beyond quantifying the temperature dependence in electricity demand, this study considered two build-
ings that are responsible for approximately 25% of campus electricity demand, the Blue Waters super com-
puter and the Oak Street Chiller Plant. Analysis of the Blue Waters electricity consumption did not suggest
a strong dependence on temperature. Given the importance of these two buildings, they were analyzed
individually.
To evaluate the impact of temperature forecasts, a naive forecast model as well as a seasonal naive model
were back tested on the data, in order to establish a baseline for model accuracy. The dispatch model
was back tested on the data using perfect temperature forecasts, in order to establish a maximum upper
bound for model performance. Results suggest, if perfect temperature forecasts were available, that the
dispatch model would outperform the benchmark models’ 2 day or longer mean absolute error even for 30
day forecasts for electricity demand. Finally, the dispatch model was back tested using actual temperature
forecasts. The performance of the dispatch model, using actual temperature forecasts, was compared to
the benchmark models performance and results demonstrate that the dispatch model outperforms both
benchmark models by reducing mean absolute percent error by 50%. In addition to the demonstration of
more accurate modeling, results from this analysis on campus electricity demand were useful to Utilities
Administration staff.
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1 Introduction
The University of Illinois constructed the Abbott powerplant in 1941, to better control energy costs when the
university was expanding. The University of Illinois has a yearly energy budget of approximately $50 million
dollars. In the past when energy (natural gas and electricity) prices have been higher, yearly expenditures
have been as high as $130 million.
The power plant’s first priority is meeting campus steam demand. Steam production is a greater priority
than electricity production, as steam cannot be purchased, and must be produced by the power plant.
Electricity is produced as a by-product of steam production. Steam production is automated using meters
to control the rate at which natural gas is burned so the plant can be responsive to real time fluctuations in
demand. The plant is also responsible for producing chilled water as it cannot be purchased. Chilled water
is used to cool computing facilities and the production of chilled water consumes electricity. Historically
the Abbott power plant has generated more electricity than campus needed during winter months, but with
the Blue Waters super computer online it is now very rare that excess electricity is generated. The plant
provides about 60%-80% of campus demand during winter and spring and about 40%-50% during summer.
Excess electricity when generated is sold, while any additional needed electricity is purchased from the power
grid or wholesale electric markets.
Predicting campus electricity and steam demand is useful for two purposes: locking in next day prices for
electricity and natural gas, and determining which power plant assets to run. When electricity is purchased,
the university will pay the current market price per kWh unless a hedge is in place. Market hedges can be
purchased to lock in prices for desired hours the day before. On average day ahead prices are 1 cent (per
kWh) cheaper than same day prices. Prices can jump at peak hours, due to extreme events such as regional
equipment failures, and locking in prices can protect against extreme losses during these times. A similar
situation exists with purchasing natural gas. In order to know the quantity of natural gas to hedge, the
consumption of natural gas must be forecast. One approach to forecasting natural gas consumption would be
to first forecast steam and electricity demand and then use the demand forecasts as input in an optimization
model. After plant equipment is optimized, natural gas demand would be extracted.
This study proposed and analyzed a forecast model for electricity demand at the University of Illinois
Urbana campus. The steps of the proposed model are examined in detail. Temperature dependence of the
electrical demand is demonstrated. The proposed model is then benchmarked against a naive and seasonal
naive forecast model, for comparison. The error growth of the proposed model is examined using temperature
data with no error and then examined again using historical temperature forecasts. This study also reviews
previous efforts to quantify the temperature dependence of electrical demand.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 History of Time Series Analysis
Modern time series analysis has its foundations in the physical and social sciences.[11] One of the earliest
known time series plots is from the 10th or 11th century AD and is thought to show the movements of the
planets and sun. [35] It was during the 19th and early 20th century that the foundations of modern time
series analysis were laid. During the later 20th century three core time series approaches have emerged:
analyzing the time domain, the frequency (or spectral) domain, and phase space. Phase space analysis is
associated with nonlinear dynamic time series analysis and was not utilized in this study. [26] There are
multiple statistical methods associated with each approach. A brief history of the development of some of
these statistical techniques, used in this study, are presented next.
Autoregressive processes operate in the most commonly used time domain approach. Yule introduced
autoregressive (AR) processes is his paper “On a method of investigating periodicities in disturbed series,
with special reference to Wolfer’s sunspot numbers.” [38] An AR process of order p is defined as:
yt = c+ φ1yt−1 + φ2yt−2 + · · ·+ φpyt−p + et (1)
where et is white noise, c is a constant and yt is a value of the time series y. [24] Order p can be interpreted
as the number of past data points relevant to the next future data point.
George Box and Gwilym Jenkins introduced the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average model or
ARIMA in 1970 with their book “Time Series Analysis: Forecasting and Control”. Along with a comprehen-
sive introduction to non-seasonal ARIMA the authors also introduced a seasonal ARIMA model formulation,
where separate ARIMA models are fitted for each seasonal component. ARIMA includes an autoregressive
process and adds two more model components, integration (I) or differencing and a moving average (MA)
model. Differencing a time series is defined as:
y′t = yt − yt−1 (2)
So a differenced value is equal to the original time series value minus the previous one. Also higher order
differencing is possible for example second order differencing y′′t = y
′
t − y′t−1.
The definition of a moving average process is:
yt = c+ et + θ1et−1 + θ2et−2 + · · ·+ θqet−q (3)
Where previous values of et (i.e. et−1 , et−2, et−i ) are model errors while et is white noise. Each value of a
moving average model in ARIMA can be thought of as a weighted moving average of the past few forecast
errors. [24]
After combining all of the model components one arrives at the definition of non-seasonal ARIMA.
y′t = c+ φ1y
′
t−1 + · · ·+ φpy′t−p + θ1et−1 + · · ·+ θqet−q + et (4)
LOESS or LOWESS stands for “locally weighted scatter plot smoothing” and was introduced in 1979 by
William Cleveland.[15] LOESS is a non parametric regression technique that works by separating data into
small sections and applying linear least squares regression to each section. The final resulting fit (a single
function) is a smoothed combination of each of the linear fits.
While Fourier analysis was studied as far back as the mid to late 1700’s. John W. Tukey formally
introduced statistical spectrum analysis, in 1959, with “The Measurement of Power Spectra: From the Point
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of View of Communications Engineering”. Classical spectral analysis assumes that a time series can be
represented by a combination of sines and cosines. [12] SSA or singular spectrum analysis was used in some
form as far back as 1976 within the meteorological and ecological communities. It was formally introduced by
Broomhead and King and also Fraedrich to the non linear dynamics community. SSA is very closely related
to principle component analysis. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure that uses
transformations to convert correlated data into separate groups of linearly uncorrelated data called principal
components. While SSA is very similar to PCA, SSA is mathematically defined using temporal principle
components instead of spatial principle components.[18] Singular spectrum analysis is a technique used in
time series decomposition.
2.2 Decomposing Time Series
In time series decomposition a time series is separated into a combination of trend, seasonalities, patterns of
a fixed and known period, and cycles, where the pattern is not of a fixed period. [24]
The simplest technique for extracting the trend of a time series is a moving average smoother. As stated
by Hyndman and Athanasopoulos in their popular book on forecasting “The moving average smoother
originated in the 1920’s and was widely used until the 1950’s.”[24] The window is the most important
parameter in the moving average smoother. The window length is the number of points considered or used
in the calculation at once, as the window is slid over the data from beginning to end. The most important
drawback to the moving average smoother is the loss of data at the beginning and end of a time series as
the window is increased.
Another very popular technique for decomposing monthly and quarterly data is X-12-ARIMA which
originated in the US Census Bureau, beginning in the 1950’s. [6] The first step of X-12-ARIMA is to use
ARIMA to forecast the time series forwards and backwards in time, then iteratively apply moving averages
with different windows to estimate the trend and seasonal cycle of the data. X-12-ARIMA relies on moving
averages in a 16 step process to overcome the limitations of classical moving average smoothers. [24]
Next are three modern decomposing techniques: Seasonal and Trend decomposition using Loess (STL),
singular spectrum analysis and empirical mode decomposition. STL was introduced by Cleveland et al. [14].
In practice STL requires two parameters: a trend and seasonal window. STL is not designed to extract
multiple seasonalities if more than one is present in the data. In comparison, singular spectrum analysis
does not require a trend and seasonal window. SSA can detect multiple seasonalities if present. SSA requires
a maximum window length and a choice of eigenvalues to use in the reconstruction of a series. The exact
definition of eigenvalues will be discussed further in section 3.1.
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) was introduced in 1996 and is currently very popular. EMD is
performed to produce intrinsic mode functions (IMF). IMF are then transformed using Hilbert transforms
into the Hilbert spectrum for further analysis. [23] Empirical mode decomposition works by finding the
local maxima of a series and then using cubic spline interpolation on these optima. An averaging of the
interpolation is performed and becomes the IMF and is subtracted from the series. This is performed
iteratively until the series is subtracted to zero or less. EMD is similar to singular spectrum analysis in that
IMF correspond to a trend and cycles present in the data. [36]
2.3 Previous Studies of Electrical Time Series Data
The focus of this study was on analyzing a time series representing University of Illinois campus electricity
consumption and creating a short term load forecast model. A brief review of other studies that have analyzed
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electrical demand time series will be performed. Studies involving forecasting electricity prices were excluded
from this review because electricity prices have very different dynamics than electricity demand.
The most important aspect of electrical load forecasting is the time scale. Generally, there are four time
scales: long term (one year or greater), medium term (one to 12 months), short term (1 - 4 weeks) and very
short term (1-7 days). [1] Most authors don’t make a distinction between very short and short time scales;
instead referring to them both as short term load forecasting (STLF). The second most important aspect
of electrical load forecasting is whether the model is univariate or multivariate. Univariate models only use
historical data from the time series itself to forecast into the future. This review will go over studies starting
with long then medium then short term time scales, while focusing on studies that applied SSA. All studies
were evaluated on the use of temperature data. Specifically, if they used temperature data at all, then how
much was the temperature input of the model tested and if the study used actual temperature forecasts in
testing.
Recent studies involving long term electrical demand forecasts include Bianco et al. [8] who studied
aggregate Italian electricity demand using yearly averages and forecasted 10 years into the future. Another
study by Bianco et al. [9] analyzed non-residential Romanian electricity demand and forecast it for the next
12 years. Bricen˜oa et al. [10] studied a Venuzuelan region’s electricity demand using singular spectrum
analysis and 20 years of monthly data to forecast one year ahead. For perspective the region they studied
consumed about 150 MW per month during the last decade. Kumar and Jain [27] compared SSA to a
Grey model, on yearly Indian electricity demand from 1970-2006. In this study SSA greatly underperformed
compared to the Grey model. The poor performance was likely a result of using yearly data instead of
monthly (36 data points versus 432).
It is important to note that for yearly averages of electrical load—temperature is not expected to be an
explanatory variable. The yearly average temperature for a region is not expected to change or vary much
over a decade, while other factors such as: population and/or gross domestic product, will.
Some recent papers on medium range electricity foreasting are Abu-Shikhah and Elkarmi [1] who used
singular value decomposition or SVD (the first of two steps of singular spectrum analysis) to forecast monthly
Jordanian power demand out one year. Asenova and Georgiev [4] analyzed per hour monthly averages of
electricity and temperature and used neural networks to forecast next month hourly averages of Bulgarian
electricity demand. Azadeh et al. [5] used a neural network to forecast monthly averages of Iranian power
and did not include temperature data.
A few studies analyzed the relationship of monthly electricity data and temperature in detail. Bessec
and Fouquau [7] examined 15 separate EU members’ electricity demand against temperature, after adjust-
ing electricity data for non temperature effects. They then looked for differences between warm and cool
countries. Mirasgedis et al. [29] examined a decade of hourly demand data from Greece and came up with
separate daily and monthly models. They computed a demand weighted mainland average temperature and
then used seasonal scenarios to plan medium range (12 monthly average) forecasts.
Short term load forecasting (STLF) is a very popular research topic. STLF studies were broken down
into univariate, SSA (also univariate) and multivariate ones. Neural networks are a very popular technique
for STLF that can be used in univariate or multivariate forms. Kalaitzakis et al. [25] used a parallel
artificial neural network implementation to forecast electrical demand for the next 24 hours for Crete,
Greece. The author states that temperature or other weather data is unnecessary for such short forecast
times. This thought is explored in more detail by Taylor et al. [34] which compares seasonal ARIMA
(SARIMA), exponential smoothing, principle component analysis (PCA), an artificial neural network and
a seasonal naive method. None of these methods used temperature data and all attempted to forecast 24
hours ahead. The study concluded exponential smoothing performed the best out of all possible methods.
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Recent work involving neural networks was completed by Xiao et al. [37] who used a ”hybrid” model that
selected from four separate neural network forecasts. Another study was from An et al. [3] where electrical
load data from New South Wales, Australia was preprocessed using empirical mode decomposition and the
resulting IMFs were forecast using a neural network. A study by Soares and Medeiros [32] compared a
seasonal AR model against a baseline neural network, generalized linear model (GLM) and ARIMA model.
Examining the study’s results closely— the only model that clearly underperformed compared to the others
was the ARIMA model. This study did not utilize temperature data.
In a review paper on neural networks by Hippert et al. [21] the authors remark that it is very difficult to
compare papers on the performance of neural networks because there isn’t an accepted baseline model. In
their review, very few studies went beyond reporting Mean Absolute Percent Errors (MAPE) —those studies
that did either reported the standard deviation of the errors, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) or Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE). Hippert et al. [21] remarked that all of these error metrics are just summarizing the
error distribution. While some papers in the review did report metrics describing the error distribution such
as max error or percentage of error above some critical value or error percentile. Only 4 papers in the review
reported the cumulative distribution of errors and only 1 showed a histogram of errors. [21] In contrast this
study will extensively analyze error histograms and use them as the basis to compare model performance.
There were a handful of short term load forecasting studies that involved singular spectrum analysis.
Hossein Vahabie et al. [22] used singular spectrum analysis on three years of Iranian hourly electric data.
The study involved using the first 21 components identified by SSA and forecasting each of them using a 40th
order autoregressive (AR) model. Afshar and Bigdeli [2] also analyzed 3 years of Iranian hourly electric load
using SSA. Afshar and Bigdeli [2] decomposed the original time series into 9 separate signals and then used
3 methods to forecast these series, one of them being an AR model. Results however were not discussed.
Li et al. used SSA to analyze the Mid-Atlantic region in the PJM Interconnection, a regional transmission
organization. Li et al. [28] This study used the first 30 components of the decomposition to reconstruct the
series and then forecasted the new series using a 3rd order AR model. The SSA+AR model was then tested
against an AR model applied to the original series, a SSA-LRF or linear recurrent formula which is a standard
forecast methodology for SSA and a neural network. The SSA+AR model was superior in this study.
Cassiano [13] analyzed hourly electric data from the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) North
Region using hierarchical clustering (HC) on the output of 602 components from SSA to construct 3 separate
time series. The three separate series were forecasted using ARIMA, a neural network and a hybrid linear
combination (HLC) model. As a baseline, seperate ARIMA and neural network models were fitted to the
original data as well. The SSA+HLC model was superior for this dataset. The important aspect of all of
these studies using SSA on electrical load data is that none of them attempted to use temperature data.
Next a brief review of articles that incorporate temperature data in addition to electrical data. Ra-
manathan et al. [31] were involved in a competition/comparative study by the Puget Sound Power and Light
Company that allowed several teams to develop STLF models and compare the performance over the course
of a year. Ramanathan et al. [31] developed a model for each of the forecast hours (one day ahead), using
multiple linear regression and approximately half of the variables were temperature related. This model
outperformed ten other models in the competition including a neural network.
Darbellay and Slama [16] analyzed hourly electrical data from the Czech Republic and tested three
models: an ARIMA model, an artificial neural network and an ARMAX model. ARMAX stands for ARMA
and the X stands for external variable, in this case temperature. The study also tested a neural network
with temperature as an input variable. All three models were used to forecast hourly electric demand 36
hours out. The ARMAX model slightly outperformed both the neural network model and ARIMA model.
Moral-Carcedo and Vicens-Otero [30] analyzed Spain’s daily average electrical load from 1985 to 2003.
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Before analyzing the electrical demand against temperature the authors attempted to remove the effects of all
non-temperature variables first. The authors then compared two linear fits using degree days: HDD (Heating
Degree Day) and CDD (Cooling Degree Day), a smooth transition regression and a two threshold regression.
The smooth transition regression (STR) compared the LOESS fits used in this study look remarkably similar.
In Moral-Carcedo and Vicens-Otero [30] STR is then compared to regressions on CDD and HDD. The CDD
and HDD fit starts to significantly deviate from the STR around the threshold temperature.
Douglas et al. [17] is one of only three studies in this review, that examined the error growth associated
with imperfect temperature forecasts. Fay and Ringwood [19], also studied temperature forecast error but
concluded synthetic temperature forecast errors had to be created due to the low resolution of temperature
forecasts. Finally, Taylor and Buizza [33] tested the growth of error in STLF using ensemble temperature
prediction.
Based on these studies—what sets this study apart is the following:
• Scale and nature of data. None of the previous studies involved modelling a large college campus’
electricity usage. Most were foreign countries while six of the studies involved data from the United
States and all six of those studies were state or multi-state in scale. In this study, data was available
for separate campus buildings such as the Blue Waters super computer and the Oak Street Chiller
Plant.
• Singular Spectrum Analysis was used as an exploratory data technique, and was ultimately used to
detrend the data. This is unique from all of the previously mentioned studies that used SSA.
• Calendar effects and the temperature relationship with electricity are quantified by several non-linear
fits based on calendar dates, which none of the previously mentioned studies attempted. In all of the
studies that dealt with calendar effects dummy variables were used.
• This study focused on improving final error histograms rather than minimizing any single error measure.
• Real temperature forecasts were used to quantify model performance in out of sample tests.
• Error growth charts as forecast lead time increases were also examined.
This study is unique among all other studies in this literature review for three reasons: benchmarking
model performance using error histograms directly, combining SSA to de-trend the data, along with LOESS
fits for temperature and calendar effects and then using ARIMA all in a single model, and finally testing the
model’s historical performance using actual temperature forecasts.
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3 Statistical Methods
3.1 Singular Spectrum Analysis
Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) is a non-parametric statistical technique that is capable of extracting
multiple independent signals from a single time series. In contrast to other non-parametric techniques, SSA
only requires two parameters: a maximum window length L and a number of components used to reconstruct
the time series. The outline of SSA presented here follows [20, Chapter 1 and 2].
SSA is performed in two general steps: decomposing the time series (extracting multiple independent time
series) and constructing a time series from the users choice of components or eigenvalues. Decomposition
consists of two steps:
1. Embedding - creating the trajectory matrix
Using the original time series and various lags of it, a trajectory matrix is constructed.
MatrixA =
x1 x2 x3 ... xK
x2 x3 x4 ... xK+1
x3 x4 ... ... xK+2
x4 x5 ... ... ...
...
...
...
. . .
...
xL−1 xL xL+1 ... xN−1
(5)
2. Singular Value Decomposition -
Using A create the covariance matrix AAT . The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of AAT
produces a set of K eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ ...λL ≥ 0 and their corresponding eigenvectors
U1, U2, U3, ..., UL
If we define Vi = A
TUi
√
λi which are known as principle components, the SVD of the trajectory matrix
can be written A=Y1 + ...+Yd with Yi =
√
λiUiV
T
i where d is the rank of the covariance matrix AA
T
this is the number of non-zero eigenvalues. The set (
√
λi, Ui, Vi) is referred to as an eigentriple. A single
eigenvector is referred to as the ith eigentriple of the SVD.
Reconstruction consists of two steps:
1. Grouping
The user selects n out of d desired eigentriples. Considering the case where the user only wants one
time series reconstructed i.e. a single time series as output. Let I = i1, i2, ..., in be the group of
selected eigentriples and AI = Ai1 +Ai2 +Ai3...+Aid AI is called the resultant matrix and contains
the ”signal” from the time series m and the rest of the eigentriples describe  the error term
2. Averaging
Each of the A1i matrices from the previous step are transformed through a Hankelization process H()
or diagonal averaging into reconstructed time series mi1,mi2,mi3, ...,mid In the end of this step the
reconstructed time series is an approximation of m:
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m ≈H(A1i) +H(A2i) + ...+H(A1d) +  (6)
In this study the Eigensolver was nutrlan, a thick-restart Lanczos eigensolver for Singular Value Decom-
position. When SSA was performed in this study, one dimensional singular spectrum analysis was performed,
using the Rssa package from the R programming language. Run parameters were window length set to half
the length of the time series. No rotation or projection options were used.
3.2 Clustering
Data clustering is defined as grouping data on a scatter plot, based on an external variable. In this study
we used weekday (Monday-Friday) and weekend (Saturday and Sunday) divisions of the week, as well as
campus school session dates to cluster data on temperature versus electrical load scatter plots.
3.3 ARIMA
As already stated, ARIMA models include an AR component and two additional model components: inte-
gration (I), or differencing, and a moving average (MA) model. The number of terms used in each model
component (the order of the ARIMA model) must be chosen by the user or can be generated through an
automatic approach. ARIMA models rely principally upon autocorrelation (AC) in a time series. AC is
regression of a time series against previous values of that same time series, ie yi against yi−1. [24] In practice
an autocorrelation function (ACF) is estimated and used to compute the autocorrelation for various lags.
The ACF can be plotted to examine autocorrelation between yt and ytk for different values of k.
The Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) measures the relationship between yt and ytk after re-
moving the effects of other time lags ie 1, 2, 3, ..., k. Partial Autocorrelation is another statistic to examine
using the PACF, in addition to the ACF when fitting ARIMA models. If both the PACF and the ACF
show statistically significant values then PACF and ACF plots can not be used to identify ARIMA model
order. In this case, an automated or trial and error approach must be performed, which typically will seek
to minimize fit error. [24]
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4 Data and Methodology
This study used an approach similar to the classic method of time series decomposition. As said before, in
time series decomposition a time series is separated into a trend, seasonal signals called seasonalities and
cycles where the pattern is not of a fixed period.[24] Similarly in this study the forecast algorithm first
estimates the trend of the data using SSA and then subtracts it. Fits between temperature and de-trended
electrical load were created for specific calendar windows. Fits were subtracted, removing the seasonal
signals, and the remainder is forecasted using ARIMA.
4.1 Data Sources
As part of utility operations at the University of Illinois data is collected in real time at thousands of
measurement points throughout campus to ensure if equipment begins to fail it can be repaired promptly.
This study focused on the following historical data measured on campus:
• Hourly campus electrical load as measured leaving the Abbott power plant.
• Hourly electricity consumption of the Blue Waters supercomputer.
• Hourly electricity consumption of the Oak Street Chiller Plant.
• Hourly weather data retrieved from NCDC ASOS archives for the Savoy IL Willard Airport
• Daily average temperature forecasts created from NAM MOS and GFSX MOS. (See below for more
detail.)
MOS or model output statistics, attempts to remove any bias present from numerical weather prediction
(NWP) model forecasts. MOS uses interpolated data from NWP models output grids. The NAM model
or North American Mesoscale Forecast System is a NWP model operated by the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and has a 12 km grid resolution. The NAM forecasts 84 hours into the
future from initialization in 1 hour and then 3 hour intervals. A new forecast is generated every 6 hours at 0
UTC, 6 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC. The GFS or Global Forecast System (GFS) is a global NWP model that
forecasts 384 hours into the future, with a grid spacing of 28km for week one and 70km afterwards. A new
model run of the GFS is started every 6 hours, like the NAM model. GFSX MOS or GFS Extended MOS,
is a MOS product that offers 8 day forecasts, starting with a 24 hour forecast. Daily average temperature
forecasts were created using a blend of 3 hour NAM MOS temperature forecasts as well as max and min
temperature forecasts for 12 hour periods for days 1-3 and GFSX MOS 12 hour temperature forecasts and
12 hour max and min temperature forecasts for days 4-7.
4.2 Methodology
This paper followed a traditional approach for time series studies of testing multiple prediction algorithms
and evaluating performance of each algorithm by error. This study used a naive and seasonal naive model
to compare a proposed hybrid model which is discussed in the following sections. All input variables to the
proposed model were examined as well.
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5 Initial Data, Analysis and Preprocessing
The first step taken in analyzing the data was aggregating it into daily averages. Each day began at 0:00
am local time and each daily average data point was the linear average of the series over the next 24 hours.
Figure 1 shows the daily average electricity demand.
Examining the daily data, a yearly seasonality is quite apparent. A sustained increase in power con-
sumption is apparent beginning around July 2012. This increase can be attributed to the Blue Waters super
computer coming online. After discovering the significant impact of Blue Waters, the question became how
to handle it. Performing SSA on total campus electrical load data, including Blue Waters, results in the
output shown in Figure 2.
Figure 1: Daily Average Campus Electricity Consumption
Electricity consumption from the University of Illinois as measured from Abbott power plant. Each data
point represents the average of 24 hourly data points from Jan 1, 2006 to Dec 31, 2014. Each day began at
12:01 am and extends until 12:00 am. A yearly seasonality is readily apparent, with a period of 12 months.
Notice a decrease in electricity load from summer 2007 until summer 2012. It’s additionally apparent that
there is an increase in consumption starting in 2012.
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Figure 2: SSA on Total Daily Average Campus Electricity Consumption
The results of SSA using the first 8 eigenvalues, individually, from decomposition. In the bottom left-hand
corner the original series is shown. Panel 1 shows SSA component one which appears to be a trend. Panels
2 and 3 represent the yearly seasonality from weekday and weekends respectively. Panels 4-8 appear to be
artifacts, with little physical meaning.
A goal of this study was to better understand seasonal campus electricity demand so the trend of the
total campus electrical load without Blue Waters electrical load must be considered. Given that Blue Waters
electricity consumption was measured and readily available, shown in Figure 3, Blue Waters electrical load
was subtracted from total campus electrical load series and SSA was performed on the resulting series.
Examining Blue Water electricity usage in Figure 3, it should be relatively stable except when it goes
oﬄine due to equipment failures, as seen in the steep drops to 0 kWh during 2014. SSA shows the bottom
center panel of Figure 2, that Blue Waters increased campus electricity demand by about 10,000 kWh. In
fact, SSA treats the trend of the series as starting from the low peak in 2006 to the peak in 2014, resulting in
a positive trend of 20,000 kWh. Relying on this extracted trend by SSA to forecast into the future would be
incorrect as electrical demand should not continue to increase as rapidly as when Blue Waters was coming
online.
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Figure 3: Daily Average Blue Waters Electricity Consumption
Blue Waters’ electricity consumption as measured from campus. Blue Waters started coming online February
2012 and quickly reached a daily average of 8 mWh per hour. A peak occured during Fall 2012, followed
by an interim period of lower volatility. Afterwards there were many drops to near 0 followed by electricity
load stabilizing around Fall 2013. Blue Waters significantly increased campus energy usage, using about 10
mWh every hour, per day by 2014.
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6 Analysis and Algorithm Proposal
6.1 De-Trending the Data
The resulting data set after subtracting Blue Waters electricity consumption is shown in Figure 4. From
this figure, a negative trend is identifiable from the data, which begins leveling off in 2014. This trend is
hereafter referred to as the conservation trend and this dataset is the focus of further analysis in this paper.
The output of SSA performed on this data is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 4: Daily Average Electricity Consumption Without Blue Waters
Campus electricity demand after subtracting BW electric load. Each data point represents the average of 24
hourly data points from Jan 1, 2006 to Dec 31, 2014. Each day began at 12:01 am and went till 12:00 am.
The decline in load apparent initially in Figure 1 continued into 2014. This figure represents the campus
baseline electrical load and is the data we estimate the trend of.
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Figure 5: SSA Reconstructed Electric Daily Average Usage
The results of SSA on campus electrical demand, after subtracting Blue Waters, using the first 8 eigenvalues
shown in Appendix Fig 25, individually. The bottom left-hand corner shows the original series. Panel one
shows the first component which looks like a negative linear slope. Panels 2 and 3 represent the yearly seasonal
cycle from weekday days and weekend days respectively. Panels 4 and 5 represent the weekday/weekend
seasonality while panels 6-8 are physically meaningless.
Reviewing the output from singular spectrum analysis, by examining the series presented in Figure 5 we
identified that SSA extracted one trend (component 1). One seasonal oscillation (components two and three)
due to winter and summer seasonality. Examining each series in detail shows component 2 is the weekday
seasonal oscillation and component 3 is the weekend seasonal oscillation. One high frequency oscillation (four
and five) due to weekday/weekend calendar effects followed by two high freq low amplitude signals (six and
seven) which are difficult to physically explain. See Figure 25 in the Appendix for the plot of eigenvalues.
Using SSA, the trend was extracted. The trend represents a non-oscillatory portion of the data and needs
to be removed for better analysis. The first step in removing the trend was analyzing eigenvalue one from
SSA presented as shown in Figure 5.
To make potential long term forecasting of the trend tractable we decided to take a linear fit of the SSA
extracted series and then average it by month. The monthly average was subtracted from the electrical load
for each day that belonged to the corresponding month. Overall the adjustments from moving to a linear fit
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of the SSA extracted trend were minimal. The result of subtracting this trend from the original electrical
load is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Trend Adjusted Daily Average Electricity Consumption
Campus electricity demand after subtracting the linear monthly averaged fit of SSA’s component one shown
in Figure 5. Each day had the monthly average value subtracted from it. The data has been reduced to a
zero mean i.e. the resulting data is centered around 0. A slight over adjustment during the beginning of the
series is apparent, as a result of the linear fit.
By removing the trend from the data, the data has been approximately reduced to a zero mean. The
rest of the analysis will be analyzing fluctuations from this zero-mean signal. The fluctuations are due to a
seasonal cycle which was analyzed next.
6.2 Analyzing the Seasonal Cycle
The first variable examined with respect to electricity was temperature. Detrended campus electrical load
is plotted alongside daily average temperature in Fahrenheit in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Trend Adjusted Daily Average Electricity Consumption and Temperature
The black line is the deviation from the linear fit of the SSA trend. The red line is the daily average surface
air temperature as measured from the automated surface observing system (ASOS) located at the Savoy
Willard airport. Each data point represents the average of 24 hourly data points from Jan 1, 2006 to Dec 31,
2014. Each day began at 12:01 am and went till 12:00 am. The two data sets are obviously be correlated.
As suggested by SSA there is a significant difference between Monday through Friday, and Saturday and
Sunday days of the week. The days of the week were split into two groups: weekday and weekend days and
analyzed separately. First they are plotted together to demonstrate the weekday/weekend difference using
a scatterplot in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Trend Adjusted Daily Average Electricity Consumption and Temperature
Each dot is the same electrical load presented in Figure 6 but plotted against daily average temperature.
The difference between weekdays and weekends can be identified clearly. In general at every daily average
temperature weekdays use more electricity than weekends. Weekdays and weekends are plotted separately
from this point on.
As previously mentioned, weekday and weekend data were analyzed separately. The authors decided to
test for any other calendar date effects present in the data and colored significant campus calendar dates on
the temperature-load scatter plot. Figure 9 shows the scatterplot for weekday data and Figure 10 shows the
scatterplot for weekend data.
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Figure 9: Daily Electrical Load and Temperature Weekday Scatterplot
Examining only weekdays from Figure 8. Each dot represents a single day’s daily average electrical load and
daily average temperature. The data is separated into 3 groups on the plot but only two LOESS fits are
used to quantify the relationships. These two groups are hence forth called weekday in-session and weekday
out-of-session.
Examining the weekday data, campus holiday dates show that during in session dates (fall and spring
semesters) the campus uses more electricity at every daily average temperature than during break sessions
(spring, thanksgiving, and winter break) even during summer sessions I and II. The fits shown were created
using the loess function from the R “stats” package. As stated previously, LOESS operates by breaking the
data in small groups creating a linear fit per group and then iteratively smoothing each linear fit together
until a optimum is reached. There are two separate LOESS fits shown in Figure 9. Examining weekend data
in Figure 10 shows a similar relationship.
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Figure 10: Daily Electrical Load and Temperature Weekend Scatterplot
Examining only weekend days (Saturday and Sunday) from Figure 8. Each dot represents a single day’s
daily average electrical load and daily average temperature. The data is separated into 3 groups on the plot
but only two LOESS fits are used to quantify the relationships. These two groups are hence forth called
weekend in-session and weekend out-of-session. While there is less data than shown in Figure 9 (only 2
days for every 5) and while the fits are closer for in-session and out-of-session days it is still apparent that
breaking weekend days into two groups is still appropriate.
While there is much less data available for the weekend fits the two LOESS fits still show a difference
between in session and out of session dates. To further visualize what these four fits produce in combination,
a smoothed seasonal temperature signal was created using SSA and used as prediction input for the four
fits. The result is shown in Figure 11, which illustrates the effects of the campus holiday date cutoffs chosen
by the author.
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Figure 11: Calendar Effects Simulated Using the Four LOESS Fits
Using a very smooth artificial seasonal temperature signal as prediction input for the 4 LOESS fits. We can
observe there is a steep drop in demand during Thanksgiving, winter, and spring break and a large jump
when the fall semester begins. The weekday/weekend effect is simulated resulting in the thickness of the plot
during summer and winter. The large deviations at the start of Fall semester are due to the changing start
date of the fall semester over time. Based on the fits and an artificial temperature cycle if the fall semester
starts earlier then campus uses more electricity.
6.3 Analyzing Residuals After Removing the Seasonal Cycle
At this point the trend has been removed and four LOESS fits created that quantify the relationship between
campus electrical load and temperature and important calendar effects. The resulting fits are subtracted
from the time series using the recorded historical temperature as input. This is an important step because
originally the electricity demand time series contains autocorrelation (AC) due to temperature. Temperature
time series contain some AC themselves as a result of weather processes. The temperature signal’s AC
becomes mixed with the electricity demand series’ AC. Trying to utilize the AC of electricity demand with
an ARIMA model before removing temperature effects would not be optimal. The residual signal is shown
in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Loess Fit Residuals
Shown is the detrended series after subtracting the fitted LOESS data. Each point represents the residual of
one of the appropriate fits i.e. a weekday in-session day uses the appropriate fit along with that day’s daily
average temperature. Overall very little variance is left in the data at this step. The effects of over adjusting
the data in early 2006 and under adjusting the data in 2014 by using a linear fit of the trend is still slightly
apparent.
Examining the residual signal’s ACF plot in Figure 13 and PACF plot in Figure 14 it is clear both
contain non zero values at various lags, so we cannot use the graphs alone to determine an ARIMA models
number of coefficients. In the case of the ACF plot the first time the ACF drops below 95% (a commonly
accepted significance level) is around a lag of 200 days. While the PACF plot suggests 7 days are relevant
in computing the very next day.
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Figure 13: Loess Fit Residuals ACF plot
The output of the R stat’s package ACF function on the data shown in Figure 12. As discussed in Section 3.3,
the ACF plot can be used to determine an ARIMA model’s order if the PACF plot does not show any
statistically significant lags. The 95% statistical significance level is shown by the blue dashed line. All
lags until a lag of 200 days, are shown to be statistically significant. This assumes the data is normally
distributed. The data is not likely to be normally distributed based on the drift present in Figure 12 i.e.
the data is not always centered around zero, it drifts. We proceed assuming the data is normal most of the
time, but by violating the assumption of strict normality we likely increase the error of the ARIMA model.
Given how little variance is left in Figure 12 this error is likely to be very low.
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Figure 14: Loess Fit Residuals PACF plot
The output of the R stat’s package PACF function on the data shown in Figure 12. As discussed in
Section 3.3, the PACF plot can be used to determine an ARIMA model’s order if the ACF plot does not
show any statistically significant lags. The 95% statistical significance level is shown by the blue dashed
line. Beside one very high PACF value at lag 1 around 0.8, low PACF values approximately around 0.15 are
present until day 7. As both Figure 13 and this figure show statistically significant lag values we must use
an automatic or trial and error approach to fit an ARIMA model. Once again the PACF function assumes
the data is normally distributed. We will assume the data is approximately normal following the arguments
in Figure 13.
To demonstrate the effects of fitting an ARIMA model to the residual signal, an automatic ARIMA
model, using the auto.arima function from the R “forecast” package, was fitted to the data and the residuals
of the ARIMA fit were examined. This corresponds in some ways to evaluating the residuals of using ARIMA
to make 1 step forecasts, however over fitting can occur in this situation. The auto ARIMA output was
an ARIMA(1,1,1) model with drift. The coefficients of the ARIMA model were: ar1=0.5358, ma1=-0.9324,
drift=1.7637. Figure 15 shows what is not explained (i.e. the residuals) by this automatic ARIMA model.
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Figure 15: Auto ARIMA Fit Residuals Plot
The residuals, or error, of the fitted ARIMA, model are shown above. The R forecast’s package auto.arima
function was used to fit an ARIMA model to the data in Figure 12. The data is now completely centered
around zero and the error never exceeds ±10, 000 kWh. Notice the drastic change in the signal compared
to Figure 12, it begins to resemble white noise, except that the variance is lower in winter than in warmer
months.
The histogram in Figure 16 is shown to determine how much variance in the residual signal is not
captured by the ARIMA model. However, the data in this section is in-sample and should not be considered
too carefully as there is a serious risk of over-fitting the data when examining the output of an automated
ARIMA process on the entire time series. Out of sample testing is covered the results section.
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Figure 16: Auto ARIMA Fit Residuals Histogram
Shown is a histogram for the ARIMA model’s residual shown in Figure 15.The ARIMA model is able to
capture most of the remaining variance in the residual series. The ARIMA model is able to forecast next
day electrical load with ±2, 000 kWh of error 81% of the time and 92% of the time within ±3, 000 kWh of
error. However, this is an in-sample result.
6.4 Chiller and Blue Waters Both Removed
We propose that removing the Oak Street Chiller Plant (OSCP) electrical load and treating it separately
for forecasting purposes will improve forecast performance.
Chiller data is only available from July 2008 onward so all of the analysis in this section will be of campus
daily average electrical load for July 2008 to Dec 2014.
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Figure 17: Daily Average Oak Street Chiller Plant Electricity Consumption
Shown above is the Oak Street Chiller Plant electricity consumption measured from campus. Each point
represents the average of 24 hourly data points from July 1, 2008 to Dec 31, 2014. Each day began at
12:01 am and went till 12:00 am. The increase by approximately 1,600 kWh starting in winter 2013, is due
to increased chilled water consumption by Blue Waters. Clearly chilled water production has a significant
impact on campus electricity usage, using +10 mWh in summer 2014.
Notice how the chiller began using more electricity around the same time that Blue Waters came online.
This is not a coincidence, as previously mentioned Blue Waters uses chilled water in order to cool computing
equipment. The campus chilled water system is almost completely automated with the exception that Power
Plant operators can control at what times the OSCP operates. Given that the chiller is a single high
consumption building (using about 10-15% of total campus electricity) and is independent of usual campus
functions, OSCP and Blue Waters usage was subtracted from the Campus Daily Average electric load. The
same steps were repeated that were performed in the previous section. First Blue Waters and the OSCP
electricity consumption were subtracted from total campus electricity consumption. Next a SSA created
monthly average trend from the Chiller and Blue Waters was removed, centering the data around zero and
the exact same scatter plot fits were created as before, albeit with less data. The resulting weekday scatter
plot is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Daily Electrical Load and Temperature Weekday scatter plot
A scatter plot of campus electrical load minus Blue Waters and the Oak Street Chiller Plant usage against
daily average temperature. Each point represents the average of 24 hourly data points from July 1, 2008
to Dec 31, 2014. Each day began at 12:01 am and went till 12:00 am. Examining only weekdays, each dot
represents a single day’s daily average electrical load and daily average temperature. The data is separated
into 3 groups on the plot but only two LOESS fits are used. These fits are not used in the rest of the study.
Removing the chiller greatly improves separability of campus holidays in comparison to the previous
analysis. There is no large group of points around ≈ 8,000 kWh from 30 to 50 degrees Fahrenheit. This we
can attribute to the removal of the chiller, as the chiller during winter months had a floor of ≈ 0 to 2,000
kWh.
As removing the OSCP load improves the regressions we suggest that removing the OSCP electrical load
and treating it separately for forecasting ought to improve forecast performance. The unanswered question
here is does it reduce the total error of campus electricity demand forecasting? Again, will using a seperate
OSCP model plus the algorithm presented here out-perform the same proposed model using electricity
demand data with the OSCP included? Future work will involve answering this question.
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7 Results
7.1 Final Algorithm Configurations
The algorithm presented in this study has three parts: the singular spectrum analysis (SSA) extracted trend,
the four LOESS fits (in session/out of session and weekday/weekend) quantifying temperature and calendar
day effects and finally an ARIMA model. The ARIMA model uses as input the residuals of the fits and is
either automatically or manually created. If an ARIMA model is hard-coded, the model order (or number of
coefficients to use) is specified by the user. Another option considered was to have seperate ARIMA models
for both weekdays and weekends in comparison to just one ARIMA model. We also considered how often to
update ARIMA weights or coefficients, another implementation detail in back testing.
We considered the five following ARIMA configurations from the list below:
1. Hardcoded ARIMA (hard-coded order but weights were updated daily)
2. Automatic ARIMA (treating weekdays and weekends together)
3. Two separate ARIMA models with hard-coded order for Weekday/Weekends respectively
4. Two separate automatic ARIMA models for Weekday/Weekends respectively
5. Automatic ARIMA updated every month
7.2 Back Testing Introduction
The electricity demand prediction algorithm presented in this paper was tested on campus electricity demand
data with Blue Waters’ electrical load removed using the 5 ARIMA configurations previously listed. All 5
configurations were tested in a pseudo out-of-sample (or hindcast or backtest) experiment starting from 2008
through 2013. Back testing was performed using the first 2 years of data available (2006-2008) to create the
regressions and then forecasting each day through 2013.
The forecasting procedure:
1. At the end of every year run SSA on the previous data and remove the linear trend SSA identifies.
2. On the trend adjusted electrical load, use LOESS to generate four fits
3. For the next year:
(a) The SSA trend’s linear fit is forecast out one month, this single value is used for the entire year,
added to the other model components’ output.
(b) The four LOESS fits are used during the entire year, without change.
Once more, the model is updated yearly and the forecasted linear trend is used to set the level (y-intercept
or starting point) for the entire year. For example, a single day’s forecast will be the sum of the SSA’s linear
trend next month forecast, for that year, plus the appropriate fit (weekday or weekend & in-session or out
of session) for that day (which requires a temperature input) plus the ARIMA model forecast. It is assumed
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the model is ran in the morning at 10 am, as the model is forecasting daily averages a same day forecast will
be necessary, and forecast out N number of days.
The only clearly under-performing configuration, in terms of gross error, was updating ARIMA every
month and will not be discussed further. The results were so similar among the other four configurations
that it wasnt readily apparent that there was a superior approach. The focus shifted to examining the
performance of automatic ARIMA (no. 2) as this is the most likely configuration to be be used in a live
forecasting model because it is the easiest to implement requiring little human intervention.
The electricity demand prediction algorithm (EDPA) was tested under two temperature scenarios: a
perfect model experiment and a back testing experiment. The perfect model experiment examines how
the error evolves over time if perfect temperature information was available for upwards of 30 days out
and represents the upper bound of forecast accuracy. The back testing experiment uses real temperature
forecast data and examines how the error would have evolved if forecasting 6 or 7 days out. Performance
characteristics of the the perfect model and real temperature forecast data shown and discussed in 7.4 and 7.6.
A sensitivity test was not performed as the algorithm has only two independent inputs: temperature
and campus class schedule dates. A test was not performed because lass schedule dates are obviously not
temperature dependent and it can be seen from Fig 9 and Fig 10 that temperature is only significant when
temperatures are above 50-60 degrees Fahrenheit and the effects of higher temperatures are quantified by
the fits. While temperature sensitivity in the chiller removed case, shown in Fig 18, is even less significant.
In addition to back testing the proposed EDPA, several other separate forecasting models were tested on
the campus electricity demand data with Blue Waters removed in order to set a benchmark for comparison.
A naive forecast model simply uses the previous point in a time series to forecast the next N number of
points. Hence the model is called naive because it is very simple and uses no other information. Figure 19
shows the average absolute error for an entire year for various forecast lengths. In this study the seasonal
naive model tested looked up the previous day of the week’s electricity usage and used that to forecast. As
an example if tomorrow was Tuesday the seasonal naive model looked up last Tuesday’s electricity demand
and used that number to forecast.
The error growth in daily average temperature forecasts, shown in Fig 23, was also examined.
7.3 Naive and Seasonal Naive Model Testing
First the results of a naive forecast model will be discussed as it is the simplest benchmark. Figure 19
shows the mean error growth for a naive forecast model over 12 days for each of the forecast years. From
the decrease in error around six and seven days this is independent confirmation that the weekday/weekend
seasonal cycle detected by SSA and demonstrated on the electrical load-temperature scatterplots is real. It
also suggests a seasonal naive model, with a seven day seasonal cycle will be an improvement over the naive
model, but as shown in Figure 20, it is not.
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Figure 19: Naive model error growth over 12 day forecasts.
Each point shows the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the naive model for the respective forecast length on
the x-axis. Each point represents the mean value of the absolute error of 365 forecasts for a given year. We
can see that next day forecasts have a very low error and the error increases quickly for 2 day forecasts. A
decline in error is present around 6-8 days and this is due to the weekly seasonality.
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Figure 20: Seasonal naive model error growth over 12 day forecasts.
Each point shows the MAE for the seasonal naive model for the respective forecast length on the x-axis.
Each point represents the mean value of the absolute error of 365 forecasts for a given year. We can see
that all forecast error is about the same for a week and increases again for the second week. This is due to
the nature of the seasonal naive model we chose. By using the last day of the week available to forecast for
the respective day, we are getting the error present around days 6-8 on Figure 19 for all of the days. This
model performs worse than the naive model because the naive model benefits from the AC present in the
data, while this model doesn’t utilize it at all.
The mean error between the seasonal naive and naive models starts to become the same by day 9. For
days 1-8 the naive model has a lower average error. The naive model also generally performs as good as or
better than the seasonal model except for days 4 and 5. By day 9 the seasonal model starts to outperform
the naive model. The reason the seasonal naive model performs worse than the naive model is that the
seasonal naive model does not utilize autocorrelation present in the electricity demand data. The naive
model benefits from the autocorrelation present the data by simply using what happened yesterday .
After showing that the seasonal naive model is inferior to the naive model. Figure 21 shows the naive
model error in terms of mean absolute percent error (MAPE), from this figure we can see that ≈2500 kWh
MAE corresponds to a MAPE of 5%. Furthermore MAPE grows to 8 and 10% by days 2 and 3 respectively.
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Figure 21: Naive model mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) growth over 12 day forecasts.
This is the same data presented in Figure 19 except the error has been converted to percentages. Using
this figure in combination with Figure 19 it can be seen that 2,000 kWh of MAE from next day forecasts
corresponds to 5% MAPE and that 4,000 kWh of MAE corresponds to approximately 8% MAPE.
7.4 Perfect Model Testing of Proposed Algorithm
Next performance of the perfect model experiment (i.e. using actual temperature data for backtesting) will
be explored. The perfect temperature experiment is performed mainly to provide an upper bound for errors
when evaluating actual temperature forecast backtesting experiments. We expected that introducing error
into the temperature forecasts would only increase the error of the proposed model. Figure 22 shows the
error growth of the proposed algorithm using perfect temperature information.
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Figure 22: Proposed model average error growth over 30 days with perfect temperature forecasts.
Each point shows the MAE for the proposed EDPA using perfect temperature forecasts for the respective
forecast length on the x-axis. Each point represents the mean value of the absolute error of 365 forecasts for
a given year. Notice how the error does not exceed 2,000 kWh of error except for years 2009, 2012 and 2013.
This is the lowest error of the naive model, which is for next day forecasts. All of the other naive forecast
error is above 3,000 kWh, which in this graph is only reached in years 2012 and 2013 near day 27. The
reason years 2012 and 2013 are higher than the rest is due to the increased chilled water usage from Blue
Waters, as the chiller usage is left in the proposed model. This test used a completely automatic ARIMA
configuration. Also notice how much certain year’s error lines start to group together as the forecast length
increases.
Figure 22 shows the performance of the automatic ARIMA model configuration with perfect temperature
information with 30 day forecasts. The top two lines 2012 and 2013 have the highest error because the
regressions do not account for the increased chilled water consumption from Blue Waters which is apparent
in Figure 17. This graph also provides support that the OSCP can be removed from campus electricity
demand to improve forecast performance. Upon examining Figure 22 only 2012 and 2013 actually reach
3000 kWh mean daily error which is still about 1000 kWh less than the naive model in comparison. This
graph is also evidence that the proposed model could be useful for medium range forecasts as well, using
climate temperature data as input. Next NAM MOS and GFSX MOS daily average temperature forecast
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errors will be examined and then the results of the actual temperature forecast experiments will be examined.
7.5 Error Growth in Daily Average Temperature Forecasts
Daily mean error growth is plotted in Figure 23. The jump in error is due to the switch from NAM MOS to
GFSX MOS for day 4. Error histograms for same day and days 3, 4 and 7 are included in the appendix as
Figures 26 to 29
Figure 23: Daily average temperature forecast error.
Each point shows the MAE for the MOS daily average temperature forecasts, used in this study, for the
respective forecast length on the x-axis. Each point represents the mean value of the absolute error of 365
forecasts for a given year. This data is used as input to the proposed model in Figure 24. The jump in error
from days 3 to 4 is due to the switch from NAM MOS to GFSX MOS for day 4
The rapid growth in the MOS temperature forecast impacts the electrical load forecast as we might
expect in Figure 24, where rapid growth in error is visible.
7.6 Error Growth in Back-testing of Proposed Algorithm
In this section the error growth using actual temperature forecasts for the proposed algorithm is reviewed.
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Figure 24: Auto ARIMA configuration. Daily average electrical load forecasts for proposed model.
Each point shows the MAE for the proposed model using actual MOS temperature forecasts for the respective
forecast length on the x-axis. Each point represents the mean value of the absolute error of 365 forecasts
for a given year. Comparing this figure to Figure 19 it is clear the proposed model outperforms the naive
model.
Examing Figure 24 and comparing it to Fig 19 it is clear the proposed algorithm outperforms the naive
model. This is because the proposed algorithm is able to explain almost all of the variance present in the
data. Considering Figure 21 in combination with the previous two figures, the proposed model has a MAPE
of 2-5% for ‘same to 5 day’ forecasts, which is half the error of the naive model.
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8 Conclusions
This study analyzed University of Illinois campus electricity demand. A model was proposed that uses the
temperature dimension of electricity demand to treat calendar effects via clustering. Another unique aspect
of this study was using singular spectrum analysis to de-trend the data.
Conclusions from this study are:
1. The weekday/weekend effect was detected by SSA very well, after Blue Waters was subtracted.
2. A slow decline in campus electrical demand was present, after subtracted Blue Waters.
3. A weekday/weekend effect in the electricity demand was shown, in addition to being detected by SSA,
by examining a scatter plot of temperature versus electrical load.
4. The temperature versus electrical load scatter plot showed the effects of in-session and out-of-session
calendar dates for both weekdays and weekends.
5. No significant difference was found using two separate ARIMA models for weekdays and weekends or
between hard coded and automatic ARIMA models.
6. The seasonal naive model did not perform as well as the naive model.
7. If perfect temperature forecasts were available the proposed model would have lower mean absolute
error (MAE) for 30 day forecasts than the naive model’s 2 day forecasts.
8. Even with the growth in MAE for daily average temperature forecasts used in this study, the proposed
model’s 5 day out error is still lower than the naive models 2 day out error.
This study extensively explored temperature input to the proposed EDPA using a perfect model experi-
ment and a hindcast or back test experiment using real temperature forecasts. Future research could involve
testing other benchmark models, such as a neural network or ARIMA models. Further work could also
explore the best approach using clustering techniques, to automatically form the groups on the temperature
load scatter plots that the proposed model uses. Also more work could be done, testing using SSA for more
than just de-trending the data.
As stated in the introduction, results from this study show the proposed model is superior to the chosen
benchmark models. Future work will involve testing the model in real time against operational models
currently in use by the utilities administration office. Models could also be developed for Blue Waters and
the Chiller depending on the choice of proposed model. Overall performance of the proposed model is
promising.
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Appendix A
Figure 25: SSA Decomposed Electric Daily Average Usage
The eigenvalues from decomposing the data shown in Figure 4. Eigenvalues 1-8 are used in constructing the
time series shown in Figure 5. Examining the plot of eigenvalues (or singular values) that SSA identified
from the time series we can see that at least 6 eigenvalues are paired after the first one. Given the pairs
detected 5 time series were considered. Pairs of eigenvalues are desirable in SSA because they indicate the
same signal is detected but at two different frequencies.
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Figure 26: One day out NAM MOS daily average temperature forecast error.
A histogram showing absolute error for next day forecasts using NAM MOS daily average temperature
forecasts. The temperature forecasts were created using the max and min of the selected MOS, temperature
forecasts for a given day and then taking the average of the max and min. The histograms are included
in case any future researcher would like to examine the growth in daily average temperature forecasts for
KCMI and to show the distributions underlying the MAE shown in Figure 23. This histogram is for all next
day forecasts for 2006-2014. All of the other included error histograms in this appendix also cover this same
range.
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Figure 27: Three day out NAM MOS daily average temperature forecast error.
A histogram showing absolute error for three day out forecasts for NAM MOS daily average temperature
forecasts. See Figure 26 for more information.
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Figure 28: Four day out GFSX MOS daily average temperature forecast error.
A histogram showing absolute error for four day out forecasts for GFSX MOS daily average temperature
forecasts. See Figure 26 for more information.
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Figure 29: Seven day out GFSX MOS daily average temperature forecast error.
A histogram showing absolute error for seven day out forecasts for GFSX MOS daily average temperature
forecasts. See Figure 26 for more information.
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